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pression or practice in Georgia, regularly and legally charges a
crime. We cannot adopt this construction of the recital. The lan-
guage of the recital, fairly construed, we think, is the equivalent of
the statutory words, and is a substantial compliance with the act of
congress which requires the copy to be "certified as authentic," for
the reason that it negatives the idea that the copy is spurious or
fictitious, and shows that it is genuine, which is the only purpose of
this provision of the statute.
That the federal courts have jurisdiction in cases of interstate ex-

tradition has 'never been questioned.. Undoubtedly the courts of the
United States have jurisdiction, on habeas corpus, to discharge from
custody a person who is restrained of his liberty in violation of the
constitution or laws of the United States, although he may be held
under state process for an alleged offense against the laws of such
state. The right of one state of the Union to demand from anothet'
the delivery of a person who has fled from justice depends upon the
constitution of the United States, and the mode of proceeding and
the evidence necessary to support such demand are prescribed by the
statute of the United States. It therefore follows that, when the
executive of a state, upon whom a demand has been made for the
surrender of a fugitive from justice, causes, by virtue of his warrant,
the arrest of the person charged as a fugitive from the justice of
another state, the prisoner is in custody under color of authority de-
rived from the constitution and laws of the United States, and is en-
titled to invoke the judgment of its courts as to the legality of his
arrest. A federal court will not, however, on habeas corpus, discharge
a prisoner charged with a violation of the criminal laws of one state,
and apprehended. in another, where it appears by the recitals con-
tained in the warrant by virtue of which he was arrested, and the
record of the extradition proceedings, that no right, privilege, or im·
munity secured to him by the constitution and laws of the United
States will be violated. by remanding him to the custody of the agent
of the state demanding him. While the liberty of the citizen is, of
course, always to be carefully guarded, yet, when the executive of a
state in which the alleged. fugitive from justice is found is satisfied of
the integrity of the proceedings to secure his surrender, the federal
courts will not be technical in seeking excuses for the purpose of
overthrowing the decision of such executive, and discharging the al-
leged fugitive. They will rather seek to uphold any such proceedings
carried. on in apparent good faith. The order of the district court
remanding the appellant to the custody of the respondent, as the
agent of the state of Georgia, is affirmed..

CONLEY v. MARUM.
(Circuit Court, S. D. New York. November 12, 1897.)

PATENTS-INVENTION-ToBACCO WRAPPERS.
The Conley patent, No. 526,517, for an improvement in wrappers for to·

bacco, consisting of a combined paper and foil wrapper made by securing
the sheet of "foil to the sheet of paper, not over the whole meeting surfaces,
but only in narrow zones, leaving the remaining portions of the meeting sur-
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faces disunited, held void on demurrer for want of patentable Invention ap-
pearing on the face thereof.

This was a suit in equity by John Conley against Simon C. Marum
for alleged infringement of a patent for an improvement in wrap-
pers for tobacco. The cause was heard on demurrer to the bill for
want of patentable invention.
Arthur v. Briesen and H. M. Turk, for complainant.
Harry E. Knight and George H. Knight, for defendant.

OOXE, District Judge. This is an infringement suit based upon
letters patent, No. 526,517, granted to the complainant September
25, 1894, for an improvement in wrappers for tobacco. The alleged
invention consists in a combined paper and foil wrapper made "by
securing the sheet of foil to the sheet of paper, not over the whole
meeting surfaces, but only at small areas thereof." The claims are
as follows:
"(1) A wrapper consisting of sheets of paper and foil laid together face to

face secured to each other at small portions of their meeting surfaces only.
leaving the remaining portions of said meeting surfaces disunited, SUbstantially
as described.
. "(2) A wrapper consisting of sheets of papeT and foil secured together by nar-
row zones of adhesive material c, d, SUbstantially as described.
"(3) .As a new article of manufacture, a wrapper consisting of separate pieces

of foil and paper united togetheT by means of an adhesive substance applied
to portions only of their meeting surfaces, the portions of the sheets of said
compound wmpper not In contact willi such adhesive substance being composed
solely of the separate pieces of foil and paper, substantially as described."
The defendant demurs upon the ground that tile patent shows

upon its face that it is void for lack of novelty and invention. That
this question may be presented by demurrer is now firmly estab-
lished. Locomotive Works y. Medart, 158 U. S. 68, 84, 15 Sup. Ct.
745; Richards v. Elevator Co., 158 U. S. 299, 15 Snp. Ct. 831; Id.,
159 U. S. 477, 16 Sup. Ct. 53; Button-Fastener Co. v. Schlocht-
meyer, 69 Fed. 592; Cleveland Faucet Co. v. Vulcan Brass Co., 72
Fed. 505. Indeed, the practice of disposing of this question in
limine is not only permitted but encouraged by the courts. Strom
Manuf'g Co. v. Weir Frog Co., 75 Fed. 279. Patent litigation is so
expensive, dilatory and, ofttimes, vexatious, the record frequently
containing a mass of irrelevant matter not even alluded to at the
argument, that it would seem to be in the interest of both parties
that the question of patentability should be determined before the
flood gates of testimony are opened. In plain language the patent
is for a sheet of tin foil and a sheet of paper stuck together by paste
which does not cover the entire surface of the sheets. A person
who pastes these sheets together at the four corners only, infringes
the first and third claims. Should he adopt the plan which, for
many years, has been familiar to compilers of scrap books, and
which in one of its well-known varieties bears the name of.a pop-
ular American humorist, he would all the claims. What
is referred to in the patent as "a narrow zone of adhesive material"
may be created by drawing a brush of mucilage across the paper in
a straight line. The patentee did not originate the use of tin foil
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as a wrapper for tobacco, or its use in connection with a sheet of
paper, or its use when pasted to a sheet of paper. All this ap-
pears from the specification. It can hardly be said that he was the
first to discover that it is more economical to use a small amount
of paste than a large amount· or that paper covered with paste is
liable to become damp; although the extravagant use of paste by
former operators and the evils which follow from the humidity thus
occasioned are some of the "difficulties" pointed out in the specifi·
cation as having been "overcome" by the patentee when his mind
finally and securely grasped the idea of using less paste. The first
form of wrapper described in the specification showed the patentee
how to avoid the wrinkled, stiff appearance which he deemed dis-
advantageous, the second form showed him how to avoid the diffi-
culties occasioned by handling the sheets of tin foil and paper
separately. He simply utilized what was plainly shown in the
structures which he describes. Every advantage pointed out by him
is found in one or the other of the prior wrappers. It cannot be
that where two sheets have been used to produce a given result,
both when pasted together and when not so pasted, a valid patent
can issue to one who produces the same result with the identical
sheets, simply because he uses less paste or applies it in a different
manner or to a smaller surface. The wrapper of the patent is used
in all respects as were the· old wrappers. The alleged advantages
are due to the method of applying the paste and that method is so
old and simple that nothing but ordinary common sense was needed
to apply it. It is safe to assert that there is not in the land a law-
yer, editor or bookbinder of mature age who has not pasted papers
together with mucilage applied in zones and spots. This method
is probably as old as the use of paper and paste; certainly it was
venerable in 1893 when the application in question was filed. The
demurrer is allowed.

THE LAURA.

NoRIEA et al. v. CAS'rELLANO.
(Circuit Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit. JUDe 1, 1897.)

No. 573.
SALVAGE COMPENSATION.

An award of $400 for the services of a tug, consuming 16 hours, In pull-
Ing a bark from the mud at the mouth of one of the passes of the Mississippi
river, said amount to gp, five-eighths to the tug's owners, and the remainder
to the crew, in proportion to their wages, held, on appeal, to have been proper
both as to the a,Illountand Its

Appeal from the Circuit Court of the United States for the Eastern
District of Louisiana.
This was a libel in admiralty by Nicholas Noriea and others, memo

bel'S of the crew of the towboat Elmer E. Wood, against the Italian
bark Laura and p.er cargo, to recover compensation for alleged salvage
services. the Gulf Towing Company, a corporation
owning the towboat Elmer E. Wood, filed an intervening libel alaQset·


